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ABSTRACT 

      SELECTION OF SUBJECT-When we were discussing about a suitable topic with our 

guide teacher Mr. M.N Singh, suddenly it strikes in one of the member‟s mind that our 

environment is being polluted by dumping plastic bottles which are used. So, we selected the 

topic to be “UTILISATION OF WASTE PLASTIC BOTTLES IN OUR DAILY LIFE.” 

     CONCLUSION OF SURVEY- We visited five areas of our city: Gayatri Nagar, Marine 

Drive, Pandri, PhoolChowk and Civil Lines. We concluded that 700 bottles were wasted each 

day. 

      ACTION PLAN- For this project we met a very important person Dr Kamal Agrawal 

(Environmentalist). We discussed some aspects of our project. We also knocked to media and 

told about this project. These steps were taken to go ahead in our project. 

    CONCLUSION-When we were making surveys regarding our project, we collected a large 

amount of information related to our project. We met many people in that area, they all were 

very excited to help us because, manier times these people have tried to solve this problem. 

     FUTURE PLANNING-Our future panning is to set up an eco-friendly techniques to fully use 

up the plastic bottles so, that this will be 0% pollution in our environment. For this we 

suggested people to utilize them in different ways instead of discarding them in environment 

so that it can minimize the pollution in our surrounding. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

mailto:mn.singh@nhgoel.com
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ABSTRACT 

In today‟s scenario, along with development of world many problems are arising side wise. 

Among all types of problems the most burning problem is problem of waste management. So, 

picking this point we strated working to settle this problem and worked with wood ash which 

is thrown after burning the wood and is simply considered as waste. We used this wood ash 

and made hand washing sanitizer from it.  Actually the main problem arises in the rural 

schools were the students get food to vanish their hunger but do not get proper facility to 

wash their hands. So we implemented this project especially for those students to help them 

to combat various diseases that takes place due to improper hand wash.     

  The setup of this model is very simple. We take a wooden hollow box inside which 

we fix two containers one after the other. The lower one is collecting container while the 

upper chamber is leaching chamber in which first of all we put non-metallic chamber, on 

which we put a layer of sand and above it we put a non-metallic filter i.e. wheat husk   or any 

other non –metallic filter and on the topmost layer we put little thick layer of wood ash. On 

pouring water from upper open gap the hydrolysis process occurs and by leaching process the 

leachate is collected in the collecting chamber. Which is evaporated slightly and then it is 

used as handwasingsenitizer. 

  The benefit of this project is that in rural areas using this concept the youth can setup 

small scale industries and vanish the problem of unemployment to some extent. Therefore 

this model we can aid a lot in the Clean India Mission of our honourable Prime Minister. 
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ABSTRACT 

About 15-20 years ago, agriculture wastes from the fields were used as a food for 

animals due to adequate number of cattle. But now in agriculture work, the number of skilled 

cattle is decreasing day by day due to excessive use of machines which leads to excessive 

agriculture garbage.Excess agriculture wastes are now creating problem for environment also. 

In Chhattisgarh state, paddy grown area is nearly 75% of total agricultural area and nearly 

about 36.6 lakh tonnes of straw is produced. In surguja district nearly 2.2 lakh tonnes of straw 

leaves after paddy harvesting.Paddy and other agricultural residuals and straws are the best 

medium for mushroom cultivation. The climatic conditions, availability of raw materials like 

straw and various medicinal properties of mushrooms leads towards major possibility of 

cultivation of different varities of mushrooms. Oyster. The spoiled straw left after mushroom 

production can also be used as compost and can be dumped again in the fields. 

 

Wastes such as cereal straws are largely burnt by the farmers, which causes air 

pollution. However, these raw materials can actually be used for the cultivation of 

mushrooms. This kind of bioconversion exercise can greatly reduce environmental pollution. 

Oyster mushroom has higher protein content nearly 37.93% incomparision to other crops 

which are mainly cultivated in sarguja. Surguja is suffering from malnutrition regularly. 

Mushrooms can be best and cheap option for it. We can cultivate it and processed as 

delicious papad, badi, pickles, soups & curries. In mid day meals and anganvadies various 

dishes of mushrooms can be cooked. It will be beneficial in malnutrition and need of protein 



 

 

 

 

can be easily fulfilled. The exact radio of potassium and sodium salt helps to regulate blood 

pressure and maintain body weight. Mushrooms are the one of the best potions for meeting 

food demands and malnutrition of increasing population. The inputs: money, men power, 

time spents is low, where the output production is high. 

 

Mushroom cultivation is a labour intensive activity and will serve as a means of 

generation employment particularly for rural women and youths in order to raise their social 

status.  

It is a short return agricultural business and can be of immediate benefit to the 

community. Waste can be easily converted into wealth with creation of only awareness. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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ABSTRACT 

Trees fulfill our needs from ancient times. They not only give us food but also provide 

us firewood, shade and increase the fertility of Soil. There are so many Multipurpose Trees 

and plants in Rampur area like Bamboo, Papaya, Jackfruit, rice, cotton plants, palm tree, 

Munjand Lakra (Java Jute). Most important of them is bamboo. The livelihood of Basod 

people are totally dependant on Bamboo plants. They got their name Basod from the word 

Bamboo (bans). There are three hundred Basod families living in Podi Village in Rampur 

area. Many students from these families come to our school for education. The Basod people 

are expert to make different things like Soop, Tokni, Daliya and other decorative objects form 

bamboo, so we chose this subject and selected the topic of “Traditional use of MPTs”.  

After selecting the subject a team was formed and objectives were decided. Our main 

aim of this project is to detect the MPTs of our area and to make a record of them. We want 

to know the present situation of the art and the necessity to protect them. We also want to 

advertise the things made by MPTs as an alternative to plastic.  

After deciding the object we made a work plan and decided to collect the data through 

survey and questionnaire method. We decided to survey of 30 Basod Families and five-five 

families of nearby villages. After preparing the questionnaire a survey was done. The 

collected was canalized and tried to reach the result of the project. 

 It was clear from our project that there are three hundred families residing in Podi village 

from three generation. They make various kinds of useful things of daily use and sale it in 

the nearby market. Most of them are below poverty line as they do not get proper value of 

their goods. 



 

 

 

 

 Bamboos are used in three main ways. Firstly build houses, secondlyKareel (tender 

bamboo) is used as food and thirdly to make handicraft. 

 It was clear  that the number of bamboos are decreasing so they buy it to make goods  

 Beside the bamboo Chind(palm tree), Munj (a type of grass),rice, cotton, java jute are the 

other MPTs of this area. Chind is used to make brooms, mat and refreshing drink, Munj 

and Lakra (java jute) is used to make rope. Straw of rice is used to make stool(Pidha) and 

decorative material. 

We made some efforts on the basis of this conclusion which will give some 

significant result in future. We went to the BasodFamiles and encouraged them to protect and 

promote the Art and bamboo plant. An application is given for the registration of the selected 

Bamboo artist in small scale industry and Handicraft department.  

 We have uploaded a video on the lives and Art of Basod People to globalize their Art 

and to promote their economic status.  

We came to know a new fiber called Lakrafiber which is used by the villagers to make rope 

only. But as an innovation our team made bags, mats and other articles with this fiber. This 

fiber is very strong and shiny so we expect from the government to take initiative to 

improvising the java jute fiber like other silk fibers. It will be beneficial for our Sarguja area 

and will definitely give a new identity to sarguja and tribal handicraft. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Name & Address of Guide Teacher: Smt. Leena Thomas, Lecturer, Govt. 

H.S.S.,Rampur,Ambikapur,Dist-Sarguja PIN 497001 

Phone No. 9926147720 
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ABSTRACT 

 

We seek to develop mushroom culture in India under the work of reducing unemployment. 

The highly nutritious mushroom to be grown in abundance at a reasonable cost at houses and 

agricultural areas as a reason that the mushroom cultivation density is very less while its high 

yield would give many profits. We first collected the medium of growth being straw and 

pieces of old broomsticks which was found abundantly. Then we bought the common breed 

of mushroom and Bavistin which is an antifungal and provides some nutrients to the straw. 

We then assembled these items in a plastic bag and within 30 days, we got very good results 

with a net cost of Rs.31. We could also see that a lot of people don‟t know about the high 

nutritional value of mushroom nor did they think that mushroom could offer a living. We 

found this as a sector for spreading awareness and continued telling people about the true 

value and easy method of growing mushroom. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Name & Address of Guide Teacher:Smt. MaliniKamadi,Govt. 

H.S.S.,Gondpara,Abhanpur,Dist-Raipur,  PIN: 492001 

Phone No. 7869231049 
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ABSTRACT 

Best Health is the greatest demand of our life. Healthy food is the basis of good health 

and a good meal comes from organic farming. On the matter of organic farming the word 

emerges in our psychedelic is composting. 

 Composting not only gives us organic fertilizers but it also keeps the environment 

clean. This process is beneficial only when composting is fast and the quality of compost is 

also good. We are going to show such a method that provides fast composting and high 

quality fertilizer through this project. This technique will replace kitchen waste to compost 

within 14 days and in between liquid fertilizer can be obtained.  

There are many families living on road from our school to Lodhima who do not have 

their own land or farm and there is no arrangement for their kitchen waste management. At 

present many families throw their kitchen waste which pollute the atmosphere, so we thought 

of providing them a technique which is simple and help them to transform their waste to 

compost. So this can also be the source of their income. 

We set a purpose for the project in which a good action plan was made to fulfill the 

objectives. We decided that we will achieve our goal by the survey and experimental method. 

First of all a questionnaire was created and survey done in 40 houses of the roadside. 

Quantitative estimation of the number of those families and waste per day was done. We 



 

 

 

 

selected the Boqashi technique according to the suggestion of our subject expert. To see this 

technique experimental once, we arranged an airtight container and fitting the tap at the lower 

side of the container. We marked 7 centimeter each.  

On 14.10.2018 kitchen waste of one day was received from families and the culture 

was obtained from biotech lab. After the whole arrangement on 17 October composting was 

done through this technique. The equipment was made airtight. Five to five day of interval 

liquid fertilizer was collected from the tap, which was close to 450 ml. for the first time. 

Collected liquid fertilizer was poured into potted plants of our school.  

After 14 days quality of compost and liquid fertilizer was tested in State Biotech Lab. 

The composition of both liquid and solid fertilizer was found excellent.  

After this experiment in order to make the villagers aware, on 29.09.2018 this 

technique has been demonstrated in the middle of the market. Boqashi bin and culture was 

provided to one of the families and other families were given the contact number of 

Ambikapur Biotech Lab. Our Project ended but the impact of this compost in Plants and the 

result of our Project on the environment was visible for many days. 

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Guide Teacher – MaliniKamadi School- Govt. Hr. Sec. School Rampur, Ambikapur, 

Sarguja(C.G)PIN: 497001 

Phone No: 9926147720 
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ABSTRACT 

             In today‟s era whether its home or temple unknowingly we use such things which are 

creating havoc to human health that is incense stick. Incense stick is a thing which refreshes 

the atmosphere with its fragrance but we are unaware of its harmful effects. The air pollution 

in and around various temples has been documented to have harmful effects on health. When 

incense smoke pollutants are inhaled they cause respiratory system dysfunction.  Keeping this 

view in mind we have chosen this problem as our project topic. In our country, incense 

burning is a daily practice. To start with our project we have chosen our nearby locality of 

Abhanpur to know about the numbers in which incense sticks are burnt and whether people 

are facing any physical problems after using it. In our survey of 100 houses we come to the 

conclusion that about 70% of people are not aware of any problem due to  burning of incense 

sticks. 30% of people have  noticed irritation in eyes, throat and even headache. With this 

data our curiosity increases to do experiment of pH test of various incense sticks in which we 

found that common incense sticks are highly basic (pH 14) with this result we have decided 

to make incense stick which is less harmful and also of low cost, for that we chose cow dung 

as the main object which was mashed with ghee, googol, Kapoor and dried Neem leaves and 

we named it as Vidyarthi agar batti as it is made by us. As a result we found that our incense 

stick does not produce CO, SO2 and NO rather it produces oxides also costs less than one 

rupee, also its less basic of pH 9. Our initiative will certainly enhance cottage industry. In the 

far future like 10-15 years we can see that there will be no stray cows infecting people, will 

conserve them for their dung. It is advisable that people should reduce the exposure time 

when they worship at the temple with heavy incense smokes and ventilate their house when 

they burn incense at home.  



 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Guide Teacher – Smt. MaliniKamadi 

School- Govt. H.S.S.,Gondpara, Abhanpur, Dist-Raipur PIN 493661 

Phone No: 9926147720 
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ABSTRACT 

By doing this project came to the conclusion that the cultivation of mushroom is very 

cheep and beneficial. Basically its cultivation is made from agricultural waste. India and 

Chhattisgarh which are predominantly agricultural country, so there is ample scope for 

expansion of „Mushroom Cultivation‟. Because its cultivation requires agriculture waste & 

agricultural are available  here in sufficient quantities. 

 In this farming the cost seems to be low & the profit is double. In the end the wastes 

which left are also used to value compost.  

 Mushroom cultivation makes man free from economical, health and pollution. 

Problems being posessing with highly medical properties it is highly safe among people. For 

the region mushroom cultivation is becoming a good profitable business. 

 This can be considered as zero cultivation as zero cost, it is becoming very much 

prevalentto the society. It is being proved highly useful for society.  

 The remaining portion after use which is not considered to be used is called waste. 

Generally it is considered to be unusable & thrown off.Waste material also contaminate the  

environment but by  recycling it, again useful things can be created. 

 Waste to wealth it means that useful things to be produced from useless things. There 

are many type of waste such as municipal waste, biomedical waste, industrial waste, 

agricultural waste, radioactive waste, electronic waste etc.  



 

 

 

 

 We selected agriculture waste for our project. Chhattisgarh is called the „Paddy bowl‟ 

& we gate paddy straw image in large quantity which is left unusable.  

 This paddy can be used in many things from which mushroom production is one of 

them:- This can also be achieved through the benefits of the production of mushroom, as well 

as health benefits. 

 Mushroom act like medicine for human beings. So we have selected it for our topic. 

 By the production of mushroom by paddy straw we can achieve not only economical 

benefits as well as health benefits. 

 Mushroom is the more profitable farming on less investment at less time due to the 

medical property of mushroom. On account of zero investment & zero tillage, more emphasis 

is being given as industry. Mushroom cultivation is being described as a good means to 

remove unemployment & remove poverty.  

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Guide Teacher – KadambaneeYadav 

School- Govt. H.S.S. Dudhali ,Block-DoundiLohara, Dist-Balod (C.G.)  PIN:493661 

Phone No: 9424114179 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Nyctanthesarbortristis, Family: OleaceaeThe Night Jasmin or Parijat 

We, the students of GovtHr.Sec. School DaldalSeoni, Raipur (C.G) have made a 

project on „ Parijat-A Wonder Medicine” under the “ Traditional Knowledge System” for  

National Children Science Congress 2018. 

 In modern times due to natures imbalance and increase in work pressure day by day, 

resulting in various diseases like cough, cold, malaria, dengu, viral fever, asthama, skin 

diseases, hairfall, arthritis,  sciatica, thyroid, swine flu, bone ache, diabetes, heart problems, 

urinary track infection, ladies problems. To get rid of above mentioned disease we have 

selected this topic. 

 Parijat as it is righty called The WONDER MEDICINE is a shrub,  has a cure for all 

ailment, it has vitamin A, C, mythylcalycilatetanin necessary for increasing immunity system 

and curing various diseases 

 Seeds of the plants are powdered and used for stopping falling hair,  flowers -  fresh 

juice is a powerful cure for diabetes and heart problems, its regular intake cures knee-ache, 

thyroid, diabetes etc. its leaves when boiled with Ginger,  black pepper and jaggery is a 

powerful syrup for curing asthama, indigestion problem, ladies problem, etc.  



 

 

 

 

 We have selected 86 students in our school who are frequently suffering from above 

such diseases, We have made them fill the questionnaire we found that most of the students 

get up late in the morning and are suffering from one or the other such problems. 

we have made acquainted the students with various parts of the plant like-bark, leaf, 

flowers roots fruits and its benefits. Students have also planted it in school, their houses and 

neighbourhood We have planned to motivate the villagers, ward people to use parijat 

regularly and become healthy and prosperous 

We have told importance of this plant to motivate the people of the area- 

1.  We have dried the leaves and made powder 

2.  Also dried seeds and made powder 

3. We made “Gulkand” from flowers 

4. We can also make powder from the bark of the shrub 

5. We can get employment from above given herbal product by selling it and we can 

also improve our life-style 

6. We can sell these products and establish small scale industry and can provide 

employment to the villagers. 

 Govt. of indiahas  issued a postal stamp due to its wonderful medicinal value  

“Let us Plant a shrub of Parijat‟ 

 Make Peaple Healthy, Family prosperous 

  And our mother Earth Happy”   

  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name & Address of Guide Teacher: - SmtGauriKantaSahu, Lecturer, Govt Higher Secondary 

School Daldalseoni Raipur (C.G)   PIN  : 492014 

Phone: 09907342443 
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ABSTRACT 

 As we know India is agricultural based country. We have a huge problem of disposal 

of paddy straw which is a waste product of agriculture. The regular practice our farmer have 

is that they burn it at their field itself. Which not only create air pollution. It also kills those 

insects which usually help in increasing soil fertility, moreover residue carbon also decreases 

the soil fertility. 

 Here I am very glad to inform you that we can use these paddy straw for the 

production of Oyster mushroom. Using the paddy straw in the production of oyster 

mushroom will also solve the problem of disposal of agricultural waste. 

 There are multifold benefits of mushroom production with paddy straw. 

 Production can be done throughout the year. 

 Less investment as it is economical. 

 It can also be produce at home by those has don‟t have agricultural land. 



 

 

 

 

 Project can be run by village women by giving proper training. Hence increasing 

women empowerment at village level. They can run their own business and contribute 

towards social economy. 

 It can solve unemployment problem of village after their agricultural time. 

 Youngsters can choose it as their new startup at village too. 

Mushroom is enriched with vitamins, minerals, protein and antioxidants, which are very 

helpful for the proper health development of children. It eradicates malnutrition in children. 

Hence it can be said meats for poor‟s. The residuals after oyster mushroom is used as organic 

compost which further can be used in agricultural field for improving soil fertility by farmers. 

 Eventually, we can utilize entire paddy straw and take 100% benefit from the waste. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Name & Address of Guide Teacher :HasinaBano, Govt. Higher Secondary School, 

Pahanda,Patan,Dist-Durg   PIN : 490042 

Phone : 9752525368 
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ABSTRACT 

SELECTION OF THE TOPIC: When we were discussing on the topic selection with our 

guide teacher M.N. Singh sir, we came up with an interesting topic to work upon, which is 

“NATURAL DYES OBTAINED FROM MARIGOLD AND LEAVES”. With the rising 

wastage of flowers and leaves we thought this was the best way to control its wastage and 

also to provide jobs to jobless. We found various ways through which we could obtain dyes 

from marigold and leaves and finalized the most accessible and eco-friendly way possible.  

CONCLUSION OF THE SURVEY: We talked to a couple of priests, shopkeepers, nursery 

owners and got to know that many flowers are either being dumped into water bodies or 

burned up,which is effecting our society annd with this rate the water bodies will get more 

and polluted and become dead at certain points. A very small amount of flowers are being 

used as maures. 

ACTION PLAN: For this project we went to various temples to discuss the usage of flowers 

there and we also collected data on how these flowers are then being disposed. We talked to 

shopkeepers and  gathered knowledge on the sales of the flowers and their profits. We also 

went nurseries to find out the production rate of the flowers and to know what was being 

done of the leaves, we also discussed the side effects of them being dumped in the water 

bodies. We then found the easiest way to obtain dyes and tested it on different fabrics.  

CONCLUSION: We went to several places for the surveys regarding our project, we 

collected a large amount of information. We met many people in that area, they all were very 

mailto:mn.singh@nhgoel.com


 

 

 

 

keen to help us. We asked different people for their opinions on this issue and shared what 

our planning was so we could get suggestions to improve our plan. We also concluded that 

we could obtain dyes from marigold and leaves. 

FUTURE PLANNING: Our future panning is to set up an eco friendlytechinques to use up 

the wasted flowers so. For this we suggested people a way to utilize them in production of 

dye instead of discarding them in water bodies so that it can minimize the pollution in our 

surrounding and also earn for a living.  

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name & Address of Guide Teacher: Mr. M. N. Singh, N. H. Goel World School 

Residential Campus, Post- Nardaha, Near VidhanSabha, RaipurPIN : 493111 

Phone No.: 9644085991 
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 NATIONAL CHILDREN‟s SCIENCE CONGRESS-2018 

STATE- Chhattisgarh                                                      STATE CODE CG 12 

Language: Hindi                                                         Category: Lower 

                                                            Area of Participation: Rural/Urban: Rural 

Title:Water Conservation 

Jeetlal Patel (Group Leader), Neelkanth Patel 

Name of School: Govt. H.S.S Rajanavagaon ,Dist-Kabirdham (C.G.) 

Address of School: Rajanavagaon ,Dist-Kabirdham (C.G.) 

District: Kabirdham         State: Chhattisgarh                      PIN: 491995 

Email: mahendragupta052@gmail.com 

ABSTRACT 

 

              We selected the near by area of village Rajnandgaon (Bodla) for water conservation 

project. The programme was held under the 26
th

 National Children Science Congress : 

Science, Technology and innovation for clean, green and healthy nation. We also added the 

purpose of ecology system and ecological system services in the project. 

            We found that in the beginning of summer we start facing the problem of water. We 

depend on pond, tube well and well for cattle washing and human requirements. Doing the 

work on this project we made plan to check the rain water to increase the underground water 

level. We also made a small effort to aware the people of village to stop the misuse of water 

and use very valuable water on requirement basis. Thus we tried to face the sheer water 

problem in summer. 

          For this project we started executing our programme, making a list of study of water 

resource, list of water resources, pre and current situation of water resources, making an 

effective questionnaire, awareness campaign, process of water consolidation due to tube well, 

digging and different competition among children. 

         We made a door to door contact to aware the people of the village to save water while 

bathing, washing, cattle, watering the plants, cooking food etc. 



 

 

 

 

       We aware the village people to bring a change using the water for different purposes. We 

gave them information to make a small pond to produce fish in it. 

      As a result of the project two of the farmers made small ponds in their respective 

fields.They are using the water of domestic use, collecting the water in a small pond near 

hand pump and watering the plants, they are saving plenty of water doing so. 

      We are highly thankful to those parents who acclaimed our plan to save water considering 

the students opinion working on the project, the other students of the school, principal, 

teachers and senior citizens of the village also helped us, We are really thankful to them. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Name & Address of Guide Teacher: Mr. Sujit Kumar Gupta, Govt. H.S.S Rajanavagaon 

,Dist-Kabirdham (C.G.)       PIN : 491995 

Phone No. 9893605268 
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STATE- Chhattisgarh                                                      STATE CODE CG 13 

Language: Hindi                                                         Category: Lower 

                                                            Area of Participation: Rural/Urban: Rural 

Title:Water Conservation 

Trisha Kashyap(Group Leader), LalitaKashyap,  

Name of School:  Sanskar Public School, Kawardha, Kabirdham 

Address of School: Kawardha, Dist-Kabirdham (C.G.) 

District: Kabirdham         State: Chhattisgarh                      PIN: 491995 

Email: mahendragupta052@gmail.com 

ABSTRACT 

This project has been constructed under Ecology & Services. Under Ecology they 

come from all biological and abiotic factors which are related to each other in the 

environment through direct or indirect means. There are many such creatures that can become 

the means of extra income in human life. 

According to this, the main title Ecology & Services provided in this respect is 

prepared by sub-title "lac rearing and processing" for the purpose of obtaining additional 

income through the resources available in the Vananchal region through the available funds 

in the Vananchal area. 

During the academic excursion from special primitive tribe Baiga and others in the 

Vananchal area of Kabirdham district and in remote rural areas, this point is discussed. 

During the observance, most of the families are living below the poverty line. While nature 

has attached resources for lac production in these areas. Just need a new initiative to reach out 

to these projects by connecting them with this purpose so that they can connect to this project 

and raise their level of living. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Name & Address of Guide Teacher:  Mr. Ashwani Kumar Shriwas,Sanskar Public 

School, Kawardha, Kabirdham (C.G.)      PIN :491995 

Phone No. 9893605268 
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STATE- Chhattisgarh                                                      STATE CODE CG 14 
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                                                            Area of Participation: Rural/Urban: Rural 
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PadminiBaghel(Group Leader), MansiPrajapati 

Name of School:  Govt. H.S.S., KomakhanMahasamund (C.G.) 

Address of School: KomakhanMahasamund (C.G.) 

District: Mahasamund      State: Chhattisgarh                      PIN:  493448 

Email: vijaykomakhan@gmail.com 

ABSTRACT 

          Today due to the commercialisation of farms and the use of chemical fertilizers 

and pesticides and rising cost of labours the cost of farming has risen steeply. 

Now the farming sector has become unviable and too costly for farmers. 

The only way one can make farming profitable is by using organic farming methods. 

         In organic farming stop using chemical fertilizers and poisonous pesticides in 

controlling the different types of crop diseases .By organic farming you help friendly 

insects to grow and which helps in prevention of different kinds of diseases by eating 

the harmful insects to the crops. One such method is by using the spider in the 

prevention of diseases caused by insects. This is the most natural and cost-effective 

way for prevention of a number of disease of plants by insects .One just has to provide 

the natural environment for the spiders to grow and spread their web and catch the 

harmful insects. By breeding spiders you can control many diseases borne by harmful 

insects without any extra cost. By cutting down the use of poisonous chemicals the 

cost of the farmers also decreases and increases the profitability of the farmers. 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name & Address of Guide Teacher:  Mr. Vijay Kumar Sharma, Govt. H.S.S., 

KomakhanMahasamund (C.G.)  PIN : 493448 

Phone No. 9926424543 
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PragyaMahto(Group Leader), YashMahto 

Name of School:  M.G.M. H.S.S, DharampuraJagdalpur 

Address of School: Jagdalpur,Dist-Bastar (C.G.) 

District: Bastar     State: Chhattisgarh                      PIN:  494001 

Email: sangitamaun@gmail.com 

 

Abstract 

 

Particulate matters are microscopic solid particles suspended in air. These particles occur in 

air due to dust storms in the form of dust particles. The size of these particles are so small that 

it can enter the respiratory tract when inhaled. The particulate matter in air was measured by 

leaf experiment. Then the observation was noted down and the microscopic view of the dust 

particles were seen by us. These particulate matter present in the air can enter in our lungs 

and get deposited there. Due to this there occur a number of diseases. Mainly the traffic 

policeman are exposed to these particulate matter to a large extent. Thus they are in a major 

threat of getting respiratory diseases. So to prevent the traffic policeman from such diseases a 

home made mask was made at home using cotton clothes. We met the traffic policeman of 

our locality and suggested measures to prevent these diseases. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Name & Address of Guide Teacher:  Mr. GautamDewangan, M.G.M. H.S.S, 

Dharampura, Jagdalpur, Dist-Bastar (C.G.) PIN : 494001 

Phone No. 700033015, 7803054096 
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RituMinj(Group Leader), SitaraMinj 

Name of School:  Govt. Middle School Rampur, Sarguja (C.G.) 

Address of School: Rampur, Dist-Sarguja (C.G.) 

District: Sarguja           State: Chhattisgarh                      PIN: 497001 

Email: p.brajesh@yahoo.com 

 

Abstract 

           India is an agricultural centered county. 70% of the population resides in village. At 

present our country‟s population is 134 crore. Its effect is largely visible in village area. 

Providing healthy environment for better education is the biggest challenge in this time.  

 At Present about 11.5 crore students are studying from class 1 to 8 in Government 

schools. The First aim of the government is to provide the children with better education and 

nutrition. In this case mid day meal is beneficial program where children get nutrition with 

better education. But during this mid day meal program, a large amount of garbage is formed. 

 There are 4 middle and a primary School in our Rampur area. We have selected this 

topic to understand about the garbage management in the school. 

 After selecting the topic, objectives were decided for the project. Our main objectives 

are to calculate the amount of garbage and how they are managing this garbage now. We 

want to use the liquid garbage into cattle feed and solid garbage into compost. We would like 

to provide a better waste management to the school.  

 After deciding the objectives we made a work plan. We decided to collect the data by 

questionnaire method. After studying the different composting method we will develop 

compost and select the proper method according to the school, initiatives for waste 

management will be taken.   



 

 

 

 

 We made a questionnaire and survey was done. After analyzing the data we came to 

know that in 14 schools, 762 students are studying and mid day meal for 725 are 

cooked per day. Liquid waste consists of washed rice and pulse water and starch 

(Mand) of rice. Solid garbage consists of leftover food and peals of vegetables. At 

present these waste are given to animals or thrown out as waste.  

 We decided to feed the liquid waste to certain animals and the solid garbage will be 

collected and transformed in to compost. 

 We started collecting the waste since 01/10/2018. We understood the different method 

of composting and decided to do the composting using two methods. After collecting 

the solid waste we also collected cow dung, Jaggery, cow urine, dried leaves. Old 

newspaper as helping ingredients in composting. One litre cow urine, 1 kg cow dung, 

100 gm. Jaggery is used to make compost activator which will be used as 

decomposer. On 4
th

 and 6
th

 October we did composting in clay pot. On 7
th

 October we 

dug a pit and did the composting. We left the experiment for 20 to 25 days. After 30 

days we get auspiciously fragranced compost. 

 After the completion of the experiment we went the school in our area and displayed 

the clay pot composting. We gave suggestion of clay pot composting for primary 

school and pit composting for middle school. 

Although our project has been completed, however use of compost and its 

effect on plants make our project long lasting. 

____________________________________________________ 

Name & Address of Guide Teacher: AnamikaChakravarti, Govt. Middle School Rampur 

,Sarguja (C.G.)   PIN : 497001 

Phone No. p.brajesh@yahoo.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


